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In an attempt to explain for the existence of high energy particles in cos-
mic rays, Fermi [17] in 1949 proposed a model in which charged particles undergo
repeated reflections in moving magnetic fields. Later in 1961 Ulam [42] contended
that a similar mechanism should appear in finite degree of freedom systems. He con-
ceived a toy model where a particle travels freely and bounces elastically between
two infinitely heavy walls, one fixed and the other moving periodically (c.f. Figure
1.1). Ulam [42] performed numerical experiments on a piecewise linear model and
conjectured that there exist escaping orbits, i.e. those orbits whose energy tends to
infinity with time. In addition, bounded orbits (i.e. those whose energy always stay
bounded) and oscillatory orbits (i.e. those whose energy have a finite liminf but
infinite limsup) might also appear in this type of models and extensive efforts have
been made to examine the existence and prevalence of each of these three types of
orbits in the Fermi-Ulam models and its variations (the author refers to [12, 19, 29]
for surveys on this subject).
Figure 1.1: The Original Fermi-Ulam Model
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Notably the KAM theory has eliminated the possibility of the existence of
such escaping orbits in the Fermi-Ulam models, provided that the wall motions
are sufficiently smooth [25] [38] [39], as the prevalence of invariant curves prevents
energy diffusion at arbitrarily high energy levels and thus forces all orbits to be
bounded.
However, unbounded solution can still be obtained in nonsmooth cases. For
example, Zharnitsky [45] has found a particular type of unbounded orbits in the
piecewise linear case that Ulam had considered (c.f. Figure 1.2), whose energy
grows linearly in time. In the same paper, he extended this result to the “squash
player’s” problem [28], which is equivalent to the piecewise smooth Fermi-Ulam
problem with a large velocity jump in a period. In a piecewise smooth model with
one singularity (c.f. Figure 1.3), de Simoi and Dolgopyat [8] showed that there exists
a parameter dichotomizing the behavior of the system: depending on whether the
linear part of the limiting system at infinity is elliptic or hyperbolic (i.e. whether
the absolute value of trace is less or greater than 2), bounded orbits co-exist with
escaping ones in elliptic regimes while escaping orbits have zero measure but full








Figure 1.3: Piecewise Smooth Model with
One Singularity
There are many interesting questions pertinent to the Fermi-Ulam models
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with non-periodic wall motions. For instance, Zharnitsky [46] extended the KAM
stability result from the periodic Fermi-Ulam models to quasi-periodic ones with
Diophantine frequencies, by proving a quasi-periodic version of the Moser’s twist
theorem. When the Diophantine condition on the frequencies is relaxed to rational
independence, Kunze and Ortega [24] showed that typically the set of initial data
which lead to escaping orbits has zero Lebesgue measure.
Rich dynamical phenomena have also been observed when the motion between
collisions is not free but subject to a potential. When the fixed wall is removed and
a potential of the form U “ xα is present, Pustylnikov [37] showed that for α “ 1
(i.e. the background force is constant) there exists an open set of wall motions in
the space of analytic periodic functions admitting analytic extension to a fixed strip
|=t| ă ε which produce infinite measure of escaping orbits. In a model of piecewise
linear oscillators (i.e. α “ 2), Ortega [33, 34] provided conditions for the existence
of escaping orbits. When the wall motion is of sin-type, Dolgopyat [11] proved that
for α ą 1, α ‰ 2 the escaping orbits do not exist, while for α ă 1{3 the escaping set
has zero measure. For α ă 1 and sinuous wall motions, de Simoi [7] showed that the
escaping orbits possess full Hausdorff dimension. In a Duffing equation with a time-
dependent polynomial potential with one discontinuity, Levi and You [27] proved
the existence of oscillatory orbits. Arnold and Zharnitsky [2] also found unbounded
orbits in a pinball system with switching potentials.
Two-dimensional billiard models are natural generalizations of the one-dimensional
Fermi acceleration model and can often provide chaotic orbits even in the smooth
case. For example, escaping orbits were proven to exist in billiard models with
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the smoothly breathing boundary [22, 23, 26]. In a Lorentz gas model [31], the
average velocity of particles grows linearly in time for stochastic perturbation of
scatterer boundaries and quadratically for periodic perturbation. Exponentially
growing orbits for non-autonomous billiards were constructed in [21]. Shah, Turaev
and Rom-Kedar [40] numerically investigated a rectangular billiard model with a
moving slit. They proposed a random process approximation, i.e. the probability
of jumping above or below the slit is proportional to the length of openings. They
numerically verified the expected exponential growth rate for a large ensemble of
initial conditions in the non-resonant case and they also numerically observed that
the growth rate in the resonant case was significantly higher [40]. Later they gener-
alized the idea to higher-dimensional time-dependent billiards and obtained a new
class of numerically robust exponential accelerators [18]. Exponential acceleration
is also conjectured to be generic for oscillating mushrooms [20]. However, it remains
challenging to detect a positive measure set of exponentially growing orbits, and so
is to study the typical behavior of the entire system.
In this thesis we describe the dynamics of two variations of the Fermi accelera-
tion models. The first model consists of a rectangular billiard with two periodically
oscillating slits. We assume that the horizontal motion of the particle is in resonance
with those of the slits. This model was inspired by the previously mentioned work of
Shah, Turaev and Rom-Kedar [40]. The second model depicts a ball bouncing ver-
tically against a periodically oscillating platform in a gravity field. We assume that
the platform motion is piecewise smooth with one singularity. This model is a non-
smoonth modification of the one-dimensional model considered by Pustylnikov [37].
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In both models, we assume that the particle is massless so that the collisions have
no effect on the motions of the moving objects (i.e. the slits or the platform) and
that the collisions are elastic. We record the time and the velocity immediately after
each collision the ball makes against the moving objects and we study the collision
map which sends the information of one collision (i.e.the time and the velocity) to
the next one.
For the rectangular billiard model, we show that almost all initial conditions
with sufficiently high initial velocity produce exponential energy growth in the fu-
ture, provided that the relative positions of the two slits are different at the times of
the two jumps such that a “trapping region” is created (c.f. Section 2.1 and Fig.3.6).
Moreover, under an additional hyperbolicity assumption we estimate the waiting
time after which most high-energy orbits start the exponential acceleration. We
note that the rectangular billiard is pseudo-integrable as long as the ball only inter-
acts with one slit, in the sense that the motion can be approximated by an integrable
one with vanishing error as velocity tends to infinity (c.f. Section 3.2.1 for details).
However the passages between left and right slit break the pseudo-integrability and
create chaos, in the sense that the normal forms obtained in Section 3.2.2 can be
hyperbolic. Similar mechanisms of chaos have been observed in separatrix passages
and kicked oscillations [3,32,36,43,44]. We also refer to [13] for discussion of similar
phenomena in the piecewise smooth setting.
For the bouncing ball in gravity model, we show that if the second derivative
of the wall motion behaves, i.e. the second derivative is either always positive or
always less than the negative of the gravitational constant, then the escaping orbits
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have zero measure and the collision map is recurrent in the sense that almost every
high energy orbit returns arbitrarily close to its initial energy level. Nevertheless,
we also show that under these assumptions, escaping and bounded orbits still exist
at arbitrarily high energy levels.
The thesis is organised as follows. We describe the setup and the main results
for the two models in Chapter 2. The proofs of these main results are presented in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively.
The Fermi acceleration models are, by its nature, an inter-discipline subject
that attracts both mathematicians and physicists. We have found a mechanism
for exponential acceleration, i.e. the trapping regions, which, to the author’s best
knowledge, is the first result on Fermi acceleration models where robust exponential
acceleration is rigorously established. From a technical viewpoint, these two models
serve as excellent examples of infinite measure dynamical systems, a field that has
long been proven extremely challenging and the existing literature on the subject
is rare and scarce. In both models, we overcome the difficulty arising from the
infinite measure phase spaces by taking a detour through the limiting dynamics,
which can be either confined or projected onto compact fundamental domains (c.f.
Section 3.2 and Section 4.1). The techniques from hyperbolic dynamics are explored
and employed in both cases, especially the Growth Lemmas (c.f. Lemma 3.4.2 and
Lemma 4.4.5) which aim at controlling the size of short unstable manifolds resulting
from the nonsmooth nature of the systems.
The thesis is based on two of the author’s papers: one already published [48]
and the other submitted for publication [47].
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Chapter 2: Main Results
2.1 A Rectangular Billiard with Moving Slits
In this section we present the first model: a rectangular billiard with two
moving slits.
In our setting, the billiard table is a unit square. Two slits are moving vertically
in the table with the length of left slit λ and the length of the right slit 1´λ, where
λ P p0, 1q is a constant. The motion of the two slits are described by two C2 2-
periodic functions hLptq and hRptq respectively. A massless ball bounces elastically







Figure 2.1: Rectangular Billiard with Moving Slits
We study the strongest resonant case. Namely, we assume that the horizontal
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speed the ball is 1, so the horizontal coordinate of the ball is periodic with period 2.
Hence we have 1:1 resonance between the period of moving slits and the period of
the horizontal motion of the ball. The ball experiences two jumps between the left
and the right parts of the table during each period. We denote by x0 the starting
horizontal position of the ball. We may assume without loss of generality that the
ball starts from the left part of the table, i.e. 0 ď x0 ă λ. The ball jumps from
the left slit to right one at time t˚1 “ λ´ x0 and then from right to the left at time




2 of jumps do not
change once the parameters x0, λ are fixed.
We record the time and the vertical velocity of the ball immediately after each
collision with the slits. We exclude from our discussion the trajectories having a
collision at x “ λ, which constitute a null set among all the initial conditions.
For a wide range of choices in λ and x0, the relative positions of the left and
right slits are different when the ball jumps from one slit to the other at time t˚1 and
t˚2 (c.f. Figure 2.2 and 3.6). A trapping region is created in this case and the ball
starts to gain energy exponentially fast once it gets trapped.

















2q. Then there exists V˚ " 1, which depends
only on hL and hR, such that almost every orbit whose initial speed is greater than
V˚ eventually gains energy exponentially in time. In particular, the set of initial
conditions pt0, v0q which do not enjoy exponential energy growth has finite measure.
In the presence of a trapping region, with additional hyperbolicity assumptions
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we estimate the waiting time after which most high-energy orbits start to accelerate
exponentially.
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Theorem 2. Assume λ and x0 are such that the assumption in Theorem 1 holds
9
and that |Tr| ą 2. Then there are K, ζ ą 0 such that for any ε ą 0, there exists
V0 “ V0pεq and T “ T pεq such that for each V ě V0 the complement of set
"





has measure less than ε, i.e. most orbits with initial energy |v0| ą V0 start to
accelerate exponentially after time T .
The proof of this result is constructive. In particular, T depends logarithmi-
cally on ε (see Equations (3.11) and (3.12)). The quantity Tr is in fact the linear
part of the normal forms in Section 3.2.2 and the “hyperbolicity assumption” here
means |Trace| ą 2.
Figure 2.2: Trapping Regions
The plot of trapping regions for hLptq “ 0.3 cospπtq ` 0.5, hRptq “ 0.3 sinpπtq ` 0.5. The blue part
indicates the values of λ, x0 for which a trapping region exists: the upper rectangle is where the
upper chamber is trapping and the lower triangle is where the lower chamber is trapping. The
shaded part displays where the hyperbolicity assumption |Tr| ą 2 holds.
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Example 2.1.1. To illustrate our results, we consider the case where
hLptq “ 0.3 cospπtq ` 0.5, hRptq “ 0.3 sinpπtq ` 0.5. (2.1)
Then









A trapping region exists for λ, x0 such that either
∆pλ´ x0q ą 0, ∆p2´ λ´ x0q ă 0 or ∆pλ´ x0q ă 0, ∆p2´ λ´ x0q ą 0.
The former case is equivalent to λ ´ x0 ă 0.25, 0.75 ă λ ` x0 ă 1.75; the upper
chamber is trapping and the hyperbolicity assumption holds if |TrL| ą 2.
The latter case is equivalent to λ´ x0 ą 0.25, λ` x0 ă 0.75; the lower chamber is
trapping and the hyperbolicity assumption holds if |TrU | ą 2.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates that for hL, hR defined above by (2.1) the assumptions of
Theorems 1 and 2 hold for a sizable set of parameters.
2.2 Bouncing Ball in a Gravity Field
In this section we present the second model: bouncing ball in a gravity field.
The model describes a point mass bouncing elastically against an infinitely heavy
moving wall in the gravity field. The motion (height) of the wall is a piecewise
smooth periodic function fptq and the gravitational constant is given by g.
We are interested in the case when the motion fptq of the wall is 1-periodic and
11
g
Figure 2.3: Bouncing Pingpong in Gravity Field
piecewise C3, i.e fpt ` 1q “ fptq, f P C3p0, 1q and 9fp0`q ‰ 9fp1´q. We record the
time t of each collision and the velocity v immediately after each collision. Similarly
to the first model, we exclude from our discussion the singular collisions at integer
times, which form a null set in the pt, vq-phase cylinder. We investigate the dynamics
of the system by looking at the collision map F , which sends one collision pt, vq to
the next one pt̄, v̄q.
We denote the second derivative of the wall motion as kptq “ :fptq. The
collision map F preserves an absolutely continuous measure µ “ wdtdv where w “
v ´ 9f is the relative velocity after collision (c.f. Section 4.1.1).
For large velocities, the dynamics can be approximated by


















It is easy to verify that the limit map F8 is area-preserving and it covers a
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t̃1 “ t̃0 `
2ṽ0
g
ṽ1 “ ṽ0 ` 2 9fpt̃1q
where t̃ “ t (mod 1), ṽ “ v (mod gq.
If the second derivative :f of the wall motion is either always positive or always
less than ´g, then the limit map F̃8 is ergodic:
Theorem 3. Suppose that :fptq ą 0 for any t ą 0. Then the map F̃8 is ergodic.
Theorem 4. Suppose that for any t ą 0, :fptq ă ´g where g is the gravitational
constant. Then the map F̃8 is ergodic.
We shall call a wall motion fptq admissible if either for all t, :f ą 0 or for all
t, :f ă ´g.
Remark 2.2.1. The map F̃8 might not be ergodic if the assumptions in Theorem 3
and Theorem 4 fail. For example, when the wall motion is analytic Pustylnikov [37]
found an KAM island for the limit map for an open set of analytic periodic wall




:fptqdt “ 0 so analytic motions are not admissible.
Besides the above ergodic properties, we also obtain strong statistical proper-
ties of F̃8 under the same assumptions.
For every x, y P T, we define their forward separation time s`px, yq to be
the smallest nonnegative integer n such that x, y belongs to distinct continuity
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components of F̃ n8. We can define similarly their backward separation time s´px, yq
for the inverse iterates.
A function ϕ : T Ñ R is said to be dynamically Hölder continuous if there













: x ‰ y on the same stable manifold
*
ă 8.
Theorem 5 (Exponential Decay of Correlations). Suppose that the wall motion is
admissible. Then the map F̃8 enjoys exponential decay of correlations for dynami-
cally Hölder continuous observables: D b ą 0 such that for any pair of dynamically



















´bn, n P N.
We observe that for any dynamically Hölder observable ϕ, the following quan-







ϕ ¨ pϕ ˝ F̃ n8qdµ̃ ă 8.
Theorem 6 (CLT). Suppose that the wall motion is admissible. Then the map F̃8
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ϕ ˝ F̃ i8
dist
á N p0, σ2ϕq
where ϕ is dynamically Hölder with zero average
ş
T ϕdµ̃ “ 0.
As for the original system, under the assumptions in Theorem 3 or Theorem
4 the escaping orbit of the collision map F constitute a null set:
Theorem 7 (Null Escaping Set). Suppose that the wall motion is admissible. Then
the set E of escaping orbits of F has zero measure.
It turns out that the escaping set is exactly the dissipative part of the system
and consequently under the assumptions in Theorem 3 or 4 the system is recurrent:
Corollary 8 (Recurrence). Suppose that the wall motion is admissible. Then F is
recurrent, i.e. almost every orbit comes arbitrarily close to its initial point.
However, under the assumptions in Theorem 3 or Theorem 4, escaping and
bounded orbits still exist:
Theorem 9. Suppose that fptq is admissible. Then F possesses escaping and
bounded orbits with arbitrarily high energy.
Moreover, F satisfies the following global global mixing property for global
functions. We say a function Φ is global (or extended) if it is bounded, uniformly
continuous and has a finite average Φ̄ in the following sense: for any ε there exists
15















We denote by GU the space of all such global functions.
Theorem 10 (Global Global Mixing). Suppose that the wall motion is admissible.

























Chapter 3: A Rectangular Billiard with Moving Slits
In this Chapter, we present the proofs of the Theorems stated in Section 2.1.
3.1 Preliminaries
Since the horizontal speed of the ball stays constant, only the vertical speed
contributes to the energy change of the ball. Consequently, we only need to record
the time t and the vertical velocity v immediately after each collision. Let us denote
by H the collision map.
For i “ 1, 2, we denote as Ri the strip in the pt, vq-plane bounded by the
singularity line Si “ tt “ t
˚
i u and its image HSi. Also let R̃i “ H
´1Ri. We
subdivide the singular strips R into upper and lower chamber parts R` and R´.
There are four possible scenarios when the ball makes a jump: the ball always
hits the slits from above or below, the ball first hits from above then from below
and vice versa.
We start with the easiest case when the ball always stays in the same chamber.
Then the system is effectively equivalent to a Fermi-Ulam model with the motion
(height) of the wall being the piecewise smooth 2-periodic function hptq with two




Suppose that the ball is initially in the upper chamber. We omit the subscript
i as the formulas for passing through the two singularities are the same. If for
pt, vq P R̃ we have hpt˚`q ´ hptq ă vpt˚ ´ tq ă 2 ´ hptq ´ hpt˚q, then the ball ends
in the upper chamber after jumping and the model is equivalent to the one with a
fixed ceiling and a moving floor (c.f. Figure 3.1 on the left).








vn`1 “ vn ` 2 9hptn`1q
2´ hptnq ´ hptn`1q “ vnptn`1 ´ tnq.
(3.1)
Figure 3.1: Equivalent Fermi-Ulam Models for the Upper/Lower Chambers
Similarly, suppose that the ball is initially in the lower chamber. If for pt, vq P R̃
we have hptq ´ hpt˚`q ă ´vpt˚ ´ tq ă hptq ` hpt˚q, then the ball ends in the lower
chamber after jumping and the model is equivalent to the one with a moving ceiling








vn`1 “ vn ` 2 9hptn`1q
hptnq ` hptn`1q “ ´vnptn`1 ´ tnq.
(3.2)
Now let us examine the switching cases.
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Suppose that the ball is initially in the upper chamber and two consecutive
collisions still follow Equation (3.1) before the ball jumps from one slit to the other.
However, when the ball jumps, if the next slit is above the previous one when the
ball passes through the singularities, then there is a possibility that the ball enters
the lower chamber. More precisely, for pt, vq P R̃, if vpt˚´tq ą 2´hptq´hpt˚`q, then
the ball collides with the ceiling and then enters the lower chamber (c.f. Figure 3.2
on the left); while if vpt˚´tq ă hpt˚`q´hptq, then the ball enters the lower chamber
immediately after it leaves the previous slit (c.f. Figure 3.2 on the right).
Figure 3.2: From Upper to Lower Cases








vnptn`1 ´ tnq “ hptn`1q ´ hptnq ` 2
vn`1 “ ´vn ` 2 9hptn`1q
(3.3)








vnptn`1 ´ tq “ hptn`1q ´ hptnq
vn`1 “ ´vn ` 2 9hptn`1q.
(3.4)
On the other hand, suppose the ball is initially in the lower chamber and two
consecutive collisions still follow Equation (3.2) before the ball jumps from one slit
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to the other. When the ball jumps, if the next slit is below the previous one when the
ball passes through the singularities, then there is a possibility that the ball enters
the upper chamber. More precisely, for pt, vq P R̃, if ´vpt˚´ tq ą hptq`hpt˚´q, then
the ball collides with the floor and enters the upper chamber (c.f. Figure 3.3 on the
left); while if ´vpt˚ ´ tq ă hptq ´ hpt˚´q, then the ball enters the lower chamber
immediately after it leaves the previous slit (c.f. Figure 3.3 on the right).
Figure 3.3: From Lower to Upper Cases








vnptn`1 ´ tnq “ hptn`1q ´ hptnq ´ 2
vn`1 “ ´vn ` 2 9hptn`1q
(3.5)








vnptn`1 ´ tq “ hptn`1q ´ hptnq
vn`1 “ ´vn ` 2 9hptn`1q.
(3.6)
By differentiating the collision equations, we obtain that detH “ wn
wn`1
where
w is the relative velocity right after collision. Consequently, the collision map H
preserves the absolutely continuous measure µ “ wdtdv.
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3.2 The Normal Form
In this section we study how the (vertical) velocity of the ball changes after
one period ∆t “ 2 given sufficiently large initial energy. We will first approximate
the collision map H with adiabatic coordinates away from singularities. Then we
examine the collision dynamics when the ball passes through singularities. The
change of coordinates we make is not area preserving, however, in our argument it
is only important that it preserves Lebesgue measure class. Moreover, the Jacobian
of our coordinate change tends to 1 as velocity tends to infinity.
3.2.1 The Adiabatic Coordinates
First we suppose that the ball collides with the slit from above and it does not
make a jump at nearby collisions.




Lemma 3.2.1. For pt, vq R Ri Y R̃i pi “ 1, 2q and v " 1, there exists an adiabatic
coordinate pθ, Iq “ ΨUpt, vq P R{2Zˆ R` such that






























Proof. We can check the formula by a direct computation (c.f. Lemma 2.2 in [8]),
or we can derive it in an inductive way (c.f. Section 2.2 in [10]). The basic idea is
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to find higher-order adiabatic invariants. For example, observe that










which in turn gives us the zeroth order adiabatic invariant I “ lv. Then we update
the scheme by replacing v with I and look for the first order adiabatic invariant, etc.















We observe that only the order v term in I is used to derive the formula for θ
and it seems to produce an estimate only up to first order
θn`1 ´ θn “ 2{In `OpI´2n q.
But in fact by noting the Taylor expansion of l´2 and that





















































































where ln “ lptnq and 9ln “ 9lptnq, which produces the desired third order estimate.
Finally, we need to rescale θ (and hence I) to make θ 2 periodic.
Next we assume that the ball collides at the slits from below and it does not
make a jump at nearby collisions.
We introduce a new function gptq “ hptq ` 1. Then Equation (3.2) becomes








vn`1 “ vn ` 2 9gptn`1q
2´ gptnq ´ gptn`1q “ vnptn`1 ´ tnq
(3.7)
Therefore all the computation above in Lemma 3.2.1 applies with g in the place of
h.
We define mptq “ 1´ gptq “ ´hptq and M˚ “
ş2
0
mpsq´2ds. We have another adia-
batic coordinate if the collision occurs in the lower chamber away from singularities
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Lemma 3.2.2. For pt, vq R Ri Y R̃i pi “ 1, 2q and v ! ´1, there exists an adiabatic
coordinate pζ, Jq “ ΨLpt, vq P R{2Zˆ R` such that






























3.2.2 The Normal Forms
In this section we present the Poincaré map P from one singular strip to
the other in four possible scenarios. We assume the initial energy of the ball is
sufficiently large |v0| ą V˚ for some large V˚ in all the cases.
3.2.2.1 The Upper-Upper Chamber Case
We begin with the upper-upper chamber case, i.e. the ball stays in the upper
chamber both before and after it makes a jump. Lemma 3.2.1 already depicts
the dynamics away from singularities. Now let us scrutinize what occurs near the

















Figure 3.4: The Poincaré Map P 12UU on the Singular Strips
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For pt1, v1q P R
`
1 with v1 ą V˚, we denote pt̃2, ṽ2q “ H















, and pt̄2, v̄2q “ Hpt̃2, ṽ2q P R
`
2 . Similarly,
for pt2, v2q P R
`
2 with v2 " 1, we denote pt̃1, ṽ1q “ H
n2pt2, v2q P R̃
`













, and pt̄1, v̄1q “ Hpt̃1, ṽ1q P R
`
1 .











Ipθ ´ θ˚1 q on R
`
1
Ipθ ´ θ˚2 q on R
`
2
, I “ I
L˚
on R`1 , R
`
2











which captures the collision dynamics when the ball travels from one singular strips















































2 tL˚I1pθ˚2 ´ θ˚1 q ´ τ1u2 À 2´ hpt˚2`q ´ hpt˚2´q,
where À means the inequality holds up to an error of order Op 1I q, and t‚u2 “ ‚
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2 is given by pτ̄2, Ī2q “ G12UUpτ1, I1q`


























1 tL˚I2p2` θ˚1 ´ θ˚2 q ´ τ2u2 À 2´ hpt˚1`q ´ hpt˚1´q.




1 is given by






















and l˘i “ lpt
˚
i˘q.
Proof. We only derive the formula for P 12UU . The formula for P
21
UU can be obtained
in a similar fashion.
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For the ease of notation we drop the sub/superscripts whenever they are clear
from the context. Note that near the jump discontinuity at t˚
lpt̃˚q “ l´pt
˚


























































“ pl` 9l´ ´ l´ 9l`q ´
l` 9l´ ´ l´ 9l`
l`
pt̄´ t˚qv̄

















































It can be checked directly by Taylor expanding Ī and θ̄ that









Thus eventually we have
Ī “ pl`{l´qĨ `∆pτ̄ ´ 1q `∆1pτ̄ ´ 1q2{Ĩ `∆2{Ĩ `OpĨ´2q.










l`τ̄ “ ppt̄´ t̃q ` pt̃´ t
˚
qqpṽ ` 9l´ ´ p 9l´ ` 9l`qq `Opṽ´2q
“ pt̃´ t˚qpṽ ` 9l´q ` pt̄´ t̃qpṽ ` 9l´q ´ pt̄´ t
˚
qp 9l´ ` 9l`q `Opṽ´2q
“ l´Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ̃˚2 q `
l´ ` l`
ṽ






´ pt̄´ t˚qp 9l´ ` 9l`q `Opṽ´2q
“ l´Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ̃˚2 q ` l´ ` l` `Opṽ´2q,
which gives
τ̄ “ pl´{l`qĨpθ̃ ´ θ
˚
2 q ` 1` l´{l` `OpĨ´2q.
But Lemma 3.2.1 implies that













We hitherto complete the proof of the formula for P 12UU .
3.2.2.2 The Lower-Lower Chamber Case
We present here the mirror case to Section 3.2.2.1, i.e. when the ball stays in
the lower chamber both before and after it makes a jump.
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We introduce a new pair of variables pρ,J q on the lower singular strips, which











Jpζ ´ ζ˚1 q on R
´
1
Jpζ ´ ζ˚2 q on R
´
2











2 tM˚J1pζ˚2 ´ ζ˚1 q ´ ρ1u2 À hpt˚2´q ` hpt˚2`q.




2 is given by





























1 tM˚J2p2` ζ˚1 ´ ζ˚2 q ´ ρ2u2 À hpt˚1´q ` hpt˚1`q.




1 is given by



























3.2.2.3 The Upper-Lower Chamber Case
Now we suppose that pt̃, ṽq P R̃ and that the ball is in the upper chamber.
Also we assume that the next wall is above the previous one when the ball passes
through the singularity at t “ t˚: hpt˚´q ă hpt˚`q. Also we denote pt̄, v̄q “ Hpt̃, ṽq.
If ṽpt˚´ t̃q ą 2´hpt̃q´hpt˚`q, then the ball collides with the ceiling and then
enters the lower chamber (c.f. Figure 3.2 on the left).
Rather than resorting to the detailed computation as we have done in the
constant chamber cases, we insert an imaginary stationary slit, whose length is
negligible, at the height h˚ “ 1´ṽpt˚´ t̃q`lpt̃q, so that the two consecutive collisions
at the moving slits are concatenated by two fictional collisions at the imaginary wall,




Figure 3.5: The Imaginary Stationary Wall
More precisely, as the ball leaves the previous slit at time t̃ with velocity ṽ, it
collides against the imaginary tiny slit at time t˚ and the outgoing velocity is still
v˚ “ ṽ as the slit is stationary. Meanwhile we also imagine that the ball leaves from
below the fictional slit at time t˚ with velocity v˚ “ ´ṽ (with an abuse of notation),
then it collides at the next moving slit at time t̄ with outgoing velocity v̄.
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where i indicates that lptq and mptq are evaluated at t “ t˚i (i “ 1, 2).
Then the dynamics between the singular strips is captured by the following
formula:
Proposition 3.2.5 (Upper-Lower I). Assume that pτ1, I1q P R`1 with I1 ą V˚ and
that
l´2 tL˚I1pθ˚2 ´ θ˚1 q ´ τ1u2 Á 2´ hpt˚2`q ´ hpt˚2´q.




2 is given by





































Similarly, assume that pτ2, I2q P R`2 with I2 ą V˚ and that
l´1 tL˚I2p2` θ˚1 ´ θ˚2 q ´ τ2u2 Á 2´ hpt˚1`q ´ hpt˚1´q.




1 is given by





































Proof. We present the proof of P 12ULI. The formula for P
21
ULI can be obtained similarly.
We suppress the sub/superscripts whenever they are clear from the context.
We imagine that the ball collides at the fictional stationary wall at time t˚




l˚ṽ, τ˚ “ 0.





























Now we imagine that the ball leaves from below the fictional stationary wall at
time t˚ with outgoing velocity v˚ “ ´ṽ (with an abuse of notation). Then m˚ “




m˚ṽ, ρ˚ “ 0.
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l˚ “ vpt˚ ´ t̃q ´ lpt̃q
“ vpt˚ ´ t̃q ´ l´ ´ 9l´pt̃´ t˚q `Opv´2q
“ ´pṽ ` 9l´qpt˚ ´ t̃q ´ l´ `Opv´2q
“ ´l´Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ
˚
2 q ´ l´ `Opv´2q
and that
m˚ “ ´mpt̄q ´ vpt̄´ t˚q
“ ´m` ´ 9m`pt̄´ t˚q ` pv̄ ` 2 9m`qpt̄´ t˚q `Opv´2q
“ ´m` ` pv̄ ` 9m`qpt̄´ t˚q `Opv´2q
“ ´m` `m`ρ̄`Opv´2q




Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ˚2 q `




Finally the relation between I˚ and J˚, together with Lemma 3.2.1, produces
the formula for J̄ .
If vpt˚´ t̃q ă hpt˚`q´fpt̃q, then the ball enters the lower chamber immediately
after it leaves the previous slit (c.f. Figure 3.2 on the right).
The imaginary wall trick no longer applies, so we have to return to the direct
computation.

















:l´ ´ l´m` :m` ´ 3:l´q
where i indicates that lptq and mptq are evaluated at t “ t˚i (i “ 1, 2).






2 tL˚I1pθ˚2 ´ θ˚1 q ´ τ1u2.




2 is given by






































1 tL˚I2p2` θ˚1 ´ θ˚2 q ´ τ2u2.




1 is given by
































Proof. Again we only prove the formula for P 12ULII.
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We have from Equation (3.4) that
vpt̄´ t̃q “ hpt̄q ´ hpt̃q
ùñ ṽppt̄´ t˚q ´ pt̃´ t˚qq “ ´mpt̄q ` lpt̃q ´ 1
ùñ m` ´ pv̄ ` 9m`qpt̄´ t˚q “ pṽ ` 9l´qpt̃´ t˚q ` l´ ´ 1`Opv´2q
ùñ m` ´m`ρ̄ “ l´Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ
˚
2 q ` l´ ´ 1`Opv´2q
ùñ ρ̄ “ ´
l´
m`
Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ˚2 q `
m` ´ l´ ` 1
m`
`Opv´2q
The computation is similar to that in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3. So we just list
the key steps.
We observe that
2M´1˚ J̄ “ m̄v̄ ` m̄ 9̄m`
m̄2 :̄m
3v̄













“ l´ṽ ` l´ 9l´ ` l´ 9l´Ĩpθ̃ ´ θ
˚











We also note from Equation (3.4) that






´mpt̄q ` lpt̃q ´ 1
ṽ
“
´m` ` l´ ´ 1
ṽ








´m` ` l´ ´ 1
ṽ








2L´1˚ Ĩ “ ´l´v̄ ´ 2l´ 9m` `m` 9l´ `m` 9l´ρ̄` 9l´





































L˚l´m`pl2´:l´ ´ l´m` :m` ´ 3:l´q `Opv´2q
which produces the desired formula together with Lemma 3.2.1.
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3.2.2.4 The Lower-Upper Chamber Case
Finally we suppose that pt̃, ṽq P R̃ and that the ball is in the lower chamber.
Also we assume that the next wall is below the previous one when the ball passes
through the singularity at t “ t˚: hpt˚´q ą hpt˚`q. Also we denote pt̄, v̄q “ Hpt̃, ṽq.
If ´ṽpt˚ ´ t̃q ą hpt̃q ` hpt˚´q, then the ball collides with the floor and enters
the upper chamber (c.f. Figure 3.3 on the left).
The imaginary stationary wall trick also applies in this case, which produces
































where i indicates that lptq and mptq are evaluated at t “ t˚i (i “ 1, 2).
Proposition 3.2.7 (Lower-Upper I). Assume that pρ1,J1q P R´1 with J1 ą V˚
and that ´m´2 tM˚J1pζ˚2 ´ ζ˚1 q ´ ρ1u2 Á hpt˚2´q ` hpt˚2`q. Then the Poincaré map




2 is given by





































Similarly, assume that pρ2,J2q P R´2 with J2 ą V˚ and that
´m´1 tM˚J2p2` ζ˚1 ´ ζ˚2 q ´ ρ1u2 Á hpt˚1´q ` hpt˚1`q.




1 is given by




































Next, if ´ṽpt˚ ´ t̃q ă hpt̃q ´ hpt˚´q, then the ball enters the lower chamber
immediately after it leaves the previous slit (c.f. Figure 3.3 on the right).
The computation as we have performed for Proposition 3.2.6 can be reproduced
here to present the formula in this case, the proof of which we ergo omit. We will
















:l` ´ 3 :m´q
where i indicates that lptq and mptq are evaluated at t “ t˚i (i “ 1, 2).
Proposition 3.2.8 (Lower-Upper II). Assume that pρ1,J1q P R´1 with J1 ą V˚




2 tM˚J1pζ˚2 ´ ζ˚1 q ´ ρ1u2. Then the Poincaré map




2 is given by






































1 tM˚J2p2` ζ˚1 ´ ζ˚2 q ´ ρ2u2.




1 is given by


































In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 1. The assumptions in the
theorem lead to the creation of a trapping region where the ball gains energy expo-
nentially fast.
Proof. We choose V˚ " 1 so that the normal forms in Section 3.2.2 hold for |v| ą V˚.
There are two cases.








2q. The relative positions
of the two slits at two critical jumps trap the ball forever in the lower region once it
enters. Henceforth Proposition 3.2.4 predicts the change of energy after one period








Furthermore, the relative positions of the slits at two critical times guarantee that
mpt˚1`q ă mpt
˚




2´q ă 0, so the energy of the ball grows









Figure 3.6: The Trapping Lower Chamber
If the ball starts from the lower chamber with v0 ă ´V˚, it enjoys exponential
energy growth with time immediately.
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If the ball starts from the upper chamber with v0 ą V˚, by Proposition 3.2.3





ă 1 until it either enters the lower chamber or it enter the low energy region
|v| ă V˚ where the normal form no longer applies. The possible future when the
latter situation occurs is that either the ball remains forever in the low energy region
|v| ď V˚ or it gets trapped to the lower chamber with some high energy |v| ą V˚
and then starts exponential acceleration. Now we show that the initial conditions
in the upper chamber which leads to bounded orbits contributes a null set.
For any V ą V˚, we denote
UV “ tpt0, v0q : V ă v0 ă V ` 1, lim sup |vn| ă V˚u
We claim that µpUV q “ 0. Otherwise we note that UV Ď BV :“ t|vn| ă V `
1, @n ą 0u by the foregoing discussion and BV is bounded and invariant. Hence,
by applying the Poincaré recurrence theorem to pH,µq on BV , almost every point
in UV would return infinitely often to energy level |vn| ą V , which contradicts
the definition of UV . Our claim implies that almost all points in the energy shell
WV “ tV ă v ă V ` 1u eventually return to some high energy level |vn| ą V˚,
which is only made possible if the ball enters the lower chamber and Proposition
3.2.4 ensures exponential energy growth afterwards.








2q. Now the relative
positions of the two slits at two critical jumps indicate that the upper region is






ą 1 in the upper chamber once the ball gets trapped. The rest of the analysis
is similar to Case (i).
Example 3.3.1. In general it is not possible to improve the result that non-escaping
orbits have finite measure to one with zero measure. For example, we start with
h̃Lptq “ h̃Rptq “ a cos 4πt ` 0.5 for some small a ą 0. We take x0 “ 0, λ “ 0.5, so
t˚1 “ 0.5, t
˚
2 “ 1.5. We consider a 4-periodic orbit P starting at t0 “ 0.25, v0 “ 2`4a.
Then
pt1, v1q “ p0.75, 2` 4aq, pt2, v2q “ p1.25, 2` 4aq, pt3, v3q “ p1.75, 2` 4aq, .




2 in such a way that
hLp0.5q ą hRp0.5q, hLp1.5q ă hRp1.5q
so that the upper chamber is trapping and that the periodic orbit P does not see
this modification. Observe that P is elliptic for all small a as the trace of the
collision map H along P is trpdHPq “ 2 ´ 8aπ
2
1`2a
P p0, 2q for 0 ă a ă 1
4π2´2
. Now




easily choose a such that the rotation angle α is Diophantine, then Herman’s Last
Geometric Theorem guarantees the stability of the elliptic orbit P , i.e. there exists
an elliptic island of bounded trajectories around P (c.f. [16, Theorem 4]).
Although the assumptions of Theorem 1 are compatible with existence of a
positive measure set of bounded orbits, we can eliminate the possibility of oscillatory
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orbits. Recall that a (forward) oscillatory orbit is an orbit such that
lim sup
tÑ`8
|vptq| “ 8 and lim inf
tÑ`8
|vptq| ă 8.
Corollary 11. In presence of a trapping region oscillatory orbits do not exist.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the lower chamber is trap-
ping. All the high energy orbits in the lower chamber gain energy exponentially
immediately.
Now suppose that the ball is in the upper chamber and arrives at high energy
level at some v ą V˚, then it decelerates exponentially as observed in the proof of
Theorem 1 until it enters the lower chambers or the normal form no longer applies.
In either case, the ball either starts to accelerate exponentially or remains in the
low energy region |v| ă V˚ afterwards.
3.4 Waiting Time for Exponential Acceleration
In this section we show that in the presence of the trapping region, the majority
of orbits with sufficiently high energy get trapped quickly under the hyperbolicity
assumption. Throughout this section we assume without loss of generality that the
lower chamber is trapping and |Tr| ą 2. The quantity Tr is in fact the trace of




UU and the hyperbolicity assumption
|Tr| ą 2 indicates that GU is hyperbolic.
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3.4.1 Almost Sure Escape for the Limiting Map
We first restrict ourselves to the linear parts GUU ’s of the dynamics in Propo-
sition 3.2.3, which approximates PUU ’s with an error of order OpI´1q when the
velocity is large v ą V˚.
We note that



















ă tL˚I1pθ˚2 ´ θ˚1 q ´ τ1u2 ă 1`
l`2
l´2
. The boundary lines
tL˚I1pθ˚2 ´ θ˚1 q ´ τ1u2 “ 1´
l`2
l´2












whose points will remain in the upper chamber under G12UU , while the other points
will enter the lower chamber, when jumping from right to left at t˚2 .
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We also observe that



















ă tL˚I2p2` θ˚1 ´ θ˚2 q ´ τ2u2 ă 1`
l`1
l´1
and that the boundary lines
tL˚I2p2` θ˚1 ´ θ˚2 q ´ τ2u2 “ 1´
l`1
l´1












whose points will remain in the upper chamber under G21UU , while the points outside
will enter the lower chamber, when jumping from left to right at t˚1 .










UU are piecewise affine






















































Since detpDGUq “ 1 and |TrpDGUq| ą 2, it has unstable eigenvalue Λu with
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unstable eigenvector eu, and stable eigenvalue Λs with stable eigenvector es.
We observe that each box A is foliated by unstable lines.
We say that an unstable line γ in a box A is good if it breaks after one period
and at least two components remain in the upper chamber, otherwise we say it is
bad.
A good line is good as a solid part of it enters the trapping region after one
period under the linear map GU :
Lemma 3.4.1. Let γ be a good unstable line in some box A. Then the proportion









Proof. We first note that G12UUpγq remains a complete piece in R2 as γ lies in A and
that G12UU maps the boundaries of A into two vertical lines
G12UU
ˆ




Ď tτ2 “ 2u,
G12UU
ˆ




Ď tτ2 “ 0u.
G12UUpγq has to stretch across at least two B-boxes if γ has at least two pieces
remaining in the upper chamber after one period.
Suppose that G12UUpγq stretches across N B-boxes for some N ą 1. It is easy
to see that for a fixed N , the highest proportion of points staying in the upper





Figure 3.7: A good curve partly enters the trapping region




(3.9)) while the height of the fundamental domain is equal to 2 (c.f. Figure 3.7).








of the points on G12UUpγq land









as it is an increasing function in N and N ě 2. Then the largest







. Recall that the
relative positions of two slits at t˚1 implies that
l`1
l´1
ă 1, so D ă 1.
Next we need to control the number of the short bad pieces as an unstable
line breaks under the iterations of the linear map GU .
Suppose γ is an unstable line in some box A. For x P γ, we denote as rnpxq
the distance from xn to the nearest boundary of the component γn containing xn.
Employing the argument in Section 5 of [10] we obtain the following Growth Lemma.
Lemma 3.4.2 (Growth Lemma). There exists a constant C˚ s.t. for any small
ε ą 0 and any n P N
mesγtx P γ : rnpxq ă εu ď C
˚ε
Proof. Let knpδq denote the max number of the pieces that an unstable line of length
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less than δ can be cut into after n iterates. We define kn “ limδÑ0 knpδq. We claim
that kn ď 8n. Indeed since the singularities of G
n
U are lines and there are at most
8n possibilities for slopes. Consequently, there exists δ0 so small that knpδq ď 16n





ă 1 and by replacing GU with G
n0
U we
can always assume n0 “ 1.
For inductive purposes we cut a long unstable line into pieces shorter than δ0
and let r̄npxq denote the distance from xn to the nearest real or artificial boundary
of the component containing xn. We note that by doing so we improve the estimate
as r̄npxq ď rnpxq and it suffices to prove the statement for r̄n.
First we observe that




where L is the unstable height of γ.
r̄n`1pxq is less than ε if xn`1 either passes a real or artificial singularity. The former
is controlled by 2k1pδ0qmesγtrn ă
ε
Λu
u while the latter by 2ε
δ0
. Therefore







Thus by induction we conclude that








































Finally we show that under the linear approximation map GU almost every
point will eventually escape to the trapping region:
Proposition 3.4.3. In each box A, for any ε ą 0, there exists N “ Npεq such that
all but an ε-measure set of points in A enter the lower chamber within N periods.
In particular, almost every point will leave the upper chamber in the future.
Proof. Fix ε ą 0. Choose k, l such that






and take N “ kl ` 1.
We suppose that under the linear map GU a point x on a unstable line γ stays
in the upper chamber up to N periods.
If the trajectory of x lands on good lines more than k times in N periods,
then Lemma 3.4.1 shows that for good lines the portion which remains in the upper
chamber in the next period is at most D. Hence by induction we see that




m“0 visits good lines more than k timesu ă D
kL
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If instead the trajectory of x visits good lines less than k times in N periods,
then it has to visit consecutively l bad lines at least once in N periods.
Now suppose that the trajectory segment xn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`l land on bad lines γn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γn`l
for some n ă N and we denote as Bn the set of all such x P γ that lands badly
during n to n` l periods. We subdivide Bn into Bn,L and Bn,S, where Bn,L collects
points with |γn| ě Λ
´l{2
u and Bn,S collects points with |γn| ă Λ´l{2u .
By Lemma 3.4.2, |Bn,S| ď C˚Λ´l{2u . On the other hand, it follows from uniform
hyperbolicity that















































Consequently the set B of points on γ which make l consecutive bad landings is
controlled in size by






Since a box A is foliated by unstable lines, we conclude by a disintegration of
measure argument and our choice of k, l that under the linear map GU the set of
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points in A which stay in the upper chamber for at least N periods has measure less
than ε.
3.4.2 Quick Escape for the Actual Map.
By Proposition 3.2.3, the fundamental domains of PUU areOpI´1q-deformation
of the boxes A,B and PUU “ GUU `OpI´1q.
Now we prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix ε ą 0 and a box A with large energy Ĩ0 (to be specified
later). By Proposition 3.4.3 we choose N such that in each A-box the points that
remain in the upper chamber up to N periods under the linear approximation GU














We shall show that the statement of Theorem 2 holds with some large Ĩ0 “ Ĩ0pεq
and
T “ 2N. (3.12)
Let Aδn and B
δ





























Choose δ ă 0.5ε so that the set of points in the box A which visit either Aδ or Bδ
during the first N iterations is less than 0.5ε.































and Ik ě I˚ for k ă n then the real orbit of x stays in upper chamber for the first
n iterations and















ă 1. Then during N iterations the value of I cannot drop
by more than CN3 times. Hence if x satisfies (3.13) and I0 ě CN3 I˚ then (3.14)
holds.






Now we consider the orbits where Ī ď I0 ď Ī ` 1 for some Ī ě CN3 I˚. There
are three possibilities:
(i) The real orbit of x leaves the upper chamber at some period n ă N ;
(ii) The real orbit of x stays in rAδ for the first N iterations;
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(iii) The real orbit of x stays in rAδ until it hits AδYpP 12U q´1Bδ at some period
n ă N .
Proposition 3.4.3 and our choice of δ and I˚ imply that the set of orbits where
either (ii) or (iii) happens has measure smaller than ε.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Chapter 4: Bouncing Ball in a Gravity Field
In this Chapter, we present the proofs of the Theorems stated in Section 2.2.
4.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the collision map. The study of the collision map
relies substantially on the behavior of its limiting map, i.e. the approximated col-
lision map for large velocities. We also discuss the singularity lines/curves of the
limit map as they will play a very important role in the proofs later.
4.1.1 The Collision Map
We denote sn “ tn`1 ´ tn the flight time between two consecutive collisions.








´ pvn ´ gsn ´ 9fptn`1qq “ vn`1 ´ 9fptn`1q


















2 :fptn`1q ` p2 :fptn`1q ` gq
9fptnq´ 9fptn`1q
wn`1









We observe that det dF “ wn
wn`1
and hence F preserves the measure µ “ wdtdv
on the phase cylinder.
4.1.2 The Limit Map
If we only consider collisions with large velocities, the dynamics can be ap-
proximated by


















Denote as pt1, v1q “ F8pt0, v0q, then
t1 “ t0 `
2v0
g
, v1 “ v0 ` 2 9fpt1q.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the limit map F8 covers a map F̃8 on the torus
T “ R{Zˆ R{gZ
t̃1 “ t̃0 `
2ṽ0
g
, ṽ1 “ ṽ0 ` 2 9fpt̃1q
where t̃ “ t (mod 1), ṽ “ v (mod gq.
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Denote as kptq “ :fptq. The dynamics of F̃8 can be decomposed as
t̃1 “ t̃0 `
2ṽ0
g
(mod 1), ṽ0 “ ṽ0,
and
t̃1 “ t̃1, ṽ1 “ ṽ0 ` 2 9fpt̃1q.

















We observe that det dF̃8 “ 1, so F̃8 preserves the Lebesgue measure µ̃ “ dt̃dṽ
on the torus.
4.1.3 The Singularity Lines of the Limit Map
A singularity occurs when the ball collides with wall at the singularities of the
wall motion, i.e. t P N, hence the singularity line S` of F̃8 consists of the points
whose next collisions happen at integer times, i.e.









Similarly, the singularity line S´ of F̃´18 consists of the points whose the preimages
land on integer times, i.e.











We observe that S˘ consists of finitely many line/curve segments.
4.2 Ergodicity of the Limit Map
In this section we establish the ergodicity of the limit map F̃8 under the
assumptions in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. We use the result by Liverani and
Wojtkowski in [30] where they proved ergodicity for a large class of Hamiltonian
systems with invariant cones. We first describe the class of symplectic maps pX,T q
considered in [30] and then show that F̃8 satisfies the conditions of [30].
Those conditions involve strictly invariant cones and the least coefficient of
expansion, which are defined as follows. Suppose pX,ωq is a compact symplectic
manifold and T : X ý is a symplectic map preserving ω. For a point p P X,
let V p1 and V
p
2 be two transverse Lagrangian subspaces of TpX, then each vector
v P TpX has unique decomposition v “ v1 ` v2 with vi P V
p
i . For any p P X, we
define the following quadratic form Qppvq “ ωpv1, v2q where v “ v1 ` v2 P TpX
is the decomposition mentioned before. For any p P X, we consider these two
complementary cones
Cppq “ tv P TpX : Qppvq ě 0u, C 1ppq “ tv P TpX : Qppvq ď 0u.
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We say p possesses strictly monotone cones if dpT preserves strictly Cppq and dpT´1
preserves strictly C 1ppq.
For p P X with strictly monotone cones Cppq, C 1ppq, the coefficient β of expansion at
v P TpX is defined as




and the least coefficient σ of expansion is defined as
σpdpT q “ inf
vPintCppq
βpv, dpT q.
Now we list here the six conditions of [30] in two dimensional case.
1. The phase space X is a finite disjoint union of compact subsets of a linear
symplectic space R2 with dense and connected interior and regular boundaries,
i.e. they are finite unions of curves which intersect each other at at most finitely
many points.
2. For every n ě 1 the singularity sets S`n and S´n of T n and T´n respectively
are regular.
3. Almost every point p P X possesses strictly monotone cones Cppq and its
complementary C 1ppq.
4. The singularity sets S` and S´ are properly aligned, i.e. the tangent line of
S´ at any p P S´ is contained strictly in the cone Cppq and the tangent line
of S` at any p P S` is contained strictly in the complementary cone C 1ppq. In
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fact, it is sufficient to assume that there exists N such that TNS´ and T´NS`
are properly aligned.
5. Noncontraction: There is a constant a P p0, 1s such that for every n ě 1 and
for every p P XzS`n
||dpT
nv|| ě a||v||
for every vector v P Cppq.
6. Sinai-Chernov Ansatz : For almost every p P S´ with respect to the measure






We note from [30] that σ is supermultiplicative, i.e. σpdTpTdpT q ě σpdTpT qσpdpT q,
and that if the coordinates are such that the cone Cppq is the positive cone (i.e.

















tp where tp “ BpCp.
Liverani and Wojtkowski have proved local ergodicity for symplectic maps
satisfying the above six conditions:
Theorem 12 ( [30]). Suppose pX,T q satisfies the above conditions. For any n ě 1
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and for any p P XzS`n such that σpdpT nq ą 3 there is a neighborhood of p which is
contained in one ergodic component of T .
Now we prove Theorem 3:
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that :f ą 0.
First we prove local ergodicity by verifying the above six conditions for F̃8.
The singularity lines S˘ are finite unions of short lines/curves and they cut
our phase space X, which is a torus, into finitely many pieces.
The strict monotonicity follows easily from the fact that dF̃8 is positive when
:f ą 0, hence dpF̃8 preserves strictly the positive cone C`ppq “ tδt̃δṽ ě 0u and
dpF̃
´1
8 preserves strictly the complementary negative cone C´ppq “ tδt̃δṽ ď 0u.
It is straightforward from the previous discussion that S˘ are properly aligned
since the slope of tangent line to tt̃1 “ 0u at pt̃0, ṽ0q is ´
g
2
ă 0, and the slope of the









Next we verify the noncontraction property.




























ě δt̃2 ` δṽ2 “ ||v||2
(4.2)
thus the noncontraction property follows for a “ 1.
Now we verify the Sinai-Chernov Ansatz.
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We denote as S0 “ tt̃0 “ 0u. For any point p P S´z Yně0 Sn, which excludes a




















where kmin “ min
tPp0,1q






Finally, it remains to check that the singularity sets S´n and S`n of F̃ n8 and F̃´n8
respectively are regular. We claim that for every n ą 0, S´n (S`n ) is a finite union of
increasing (decreasing) curves, i.e. curves with bounded positive (negative) slope.
This can be proved by an inductive argument. Firstly the claim holds for n “ 1
as already shown before. Now suppose S´n is a finite union of increasing curves.
Since S´n`1 “ S´n Y F̃8S´n and dF̃8 is a positive matrix and the second derivative
:f is bounded, S´n`1 is a finite union of increasing curves. The claim for S`n can be
proved similarly.
Observe that kptq “ :fptq ą 0 is uniformly bounded, hence there exists N ą 0
such that σpdpF̃
N
8 q ą 3 for any p R S`N . Therefore we have obtained local ergodicity
for F̃8 by Theorem 12.
Now we argue for global ergodicity by contradiction.
Suppose that there exists some nontrivial ergodic component M of F̃8, then







hence there exists a smallest integer N0 ě 1 such that BM P S`N0 .
Observe that F̃8pBMq “ BM by the invariance of M . However, F̃8pS`N0q “
S`N0´1 Y S0, which contradicts the minimality of N0. Note that although F̃8 is
multivalued at S`, we have F̃8S` “ S0 anyway.
Therefore we conclude that there cannot be any nontrivial ergodic component
and hence F̃8 is ergodic.
The proof of Theorem 4 follows a similar strategy. The main difficulty arises
from finding invariant cones as the derivative matrix is no longer positive. How-
ever we still manage to construct invariant cones out of the “eigenvectors” of the
derivative matrix.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose :f ă ´g.




































































































ă 2k1 ` g ă k1
(4.3)
where the first inequality follows from δv
δt
ď k0 and the last two inequalities from
:f ă ´g. Thus pδ̄t, δ̄vq P Cupt̃1, ṽ1q.










































































ą ´g ą k´1
(4.4)
where the first inequality follows from δv
δt
ě k0 and the last two inequalities from
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:f ă ´g. Thus pδ̃t, δ̃vq P Cupt̃´1, ṽ´1q.
If we can verify that S˘ are properly aligned, then the regularity of the sin-
gularity curves S˘n follows automatically from the strict invariance of the cones Cu{s
since S˘n consist of finitely many transverse short curves.
We claim that S˘ are properly aligned. Indeed, the slope of tangent line to
tt̃1 “ 0u at pt̃0, ṽ0q is ´
g
2
ą k0, which is properly contained in Cs. Also, the slope of
the tangent line to tt̃´1 “ 0u is 2k0 `
g
2
ă k0, which is properly contained in Cu.
The noncontraction property still holds with a “ 1.
The unstable cone Cu is not canonical, i.e. it is not the positive cone, hence
























































By Theorem 12 the local ergodicity of F̃8 holds for the case when :f ă ´g.
Finally, the global ergodicity can be obtained by a similar argument as in the proof
of Theorem 3.
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4.3 Recurrence of the Collision Map
In this section, we prove Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 as they are direct conse-
quences of the ergodicity of the limit map F̃8 on the torus.
The proof of Theorem 7 uses a result from [8], which shows that for an asymp-
totically periodic map with an ergodic limiting map, if the energy change in the
limiting map has zero average, then the escaping orbits of the original dynamics
have zero measure.
We state this result for our case specifically. First we decompose the velocity
v into integer part and fractional part, i.e. there exists some m P Z such that
v “ ṽ `mg where ṽ P r0, gq.
Then we decompose the limit map F8 on the cylinder into its projection F̃8 on the
torus and a map γ on integers Z, i.e.
pt̃1, ṽ1,m1q “ F8pt̃0, ṽ0,m0q “ pF̃8pt̃0, ṽ0q,m0 ` γpt̃0, ṽ0qq.
Lemma 4.3.1 ( [8]). Suppose that F̃8 is ergodic with respect to the measure µ̃ “ dt̃dṽ
on the torus. If the energy change of F8 has zero average, i.e.
ş
T γpt̃0, ṽ0qdµ̃ “ 0,
then the escaping set of F has zero measure.
Now we prove Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. If fptq is admissible, then, by Theorems 3 and 4, F̃8 is ergodic.
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Thus by Lemma 4.3.1, it suffices to check that the energy change γ of F8 has zero
average.













But v1 ´ v0 “ 2 9fpt̃1q, hence
ż




2 9fpt̃0qdµ̃ “ 0
where the last two equalities follow from the fact that F̃8 preserves µ̃ and that f is 1-
periodic. Therefore by Lemma 4.3.1 the escaping orbits of F have zero measure.
The set E of escaping orbits is in fact the transient part of F , hence Theorem
7 implies that F is recurrent, in the spirit of [10]:
Proof of Corollary 8. We claim that the set E of escaping orbits is the transient
component of the system. Hence Theorem 7 implies Corollary 8.
Indeed, the complement of E is YEN where
EN “ tpt0, v0q : lim inf vn ď Nu.
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For any N P N, EN is invariant and all points in EN will visit the set VN “ tv ď
N ` 1u.
Suppose A is a subset of EN with finite measure. For any x P A, we denote
the first hitting time in VN as rpxq “ mintk ě 0 : F






To show recurrence in A, it suffices to prove that almost every point in AK visits
itself infinitely often since if for x P AK F
nx P AK for some n ą K, then there exists
some x1 P A such that F n´rpx
1qx “ x1 P A.
However AK Ď EN X VN by definition of AK and the invariance of EN . All
points in EN visit VN , thus the first return map P on AK is well-defined. Now our
goal is achieved by applying Poincaré recurrence theorem to pAK , P q.
4.4 Statistical Properties of the Limit Map
In this section we prove Theorem 5, Theorem 6 and Theorem 10. Throughout
this section we assume the wall motion is admissible.
4.4.1 Background.
The proof of Theorem 5 uses a result of Chernov and Zhang in [6] and the
proof of Theorem 6 uses a result of Chernov in [5]. We first describe the class of
hyperbolic symplectic maps considered in [5, 6] and then show that our map F̃8
belongs to this class.
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Let T : M Ñ M be a C2 diffeomorphism of a two dimensional Riemannian
manifold M with singularities S. Suppose T satisfies the following conditions:
1. Uniform hyperbolicity of T . There exist two continuous families of unstable
cones Cux and stable cones Csx in the tangent spaces TxM for all x P M , and D
a constant Λ ą 1 such that
(a) DT pCuxq Ă CuTx, and DT pCsxq Ą CsTx whenever DT exists;
(b) ||DxTv|| ě Λ||v|| @v P Cux , and ||DxT´1v|| ě Λ||v|| @v P Csx;
(c) The angle between Cux and Csx is uniformly bounded away from zero.
2. Singularities S˘ of T and T´1. The singularities S˘ have the following prop-
erties:
(a) T : MzS` ÑMzS´ is a C2 diffeomorphism;
(b) S0 Y S` is a finite or countable union of smooth compact curves in M ;
(c) Curves in S0 are transverse to the stable and unstable cones. Every
smooth curve in S` (S´) is a stable (unstable) curve. Every curve in S`
terminates either inside another curve of S` or on S0;
(d) D β P p0, 1q and c ą 0 such that for any x PMzS`, ||DxT || ď cdpx,S`q´β.
3. Regularity of smooth unstable curves. We assume there exists a T -invariant
class of unstable curves W such that
(a) Bounded curvature. The curvature of W is uniformly bounded from
above;
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(b) Distortion control. D γ P p0, 1q and C ą 1 such that for any regular
unstable curve W and any x, y P W
ˇ
ˇ logJW pxq ´ logJW pyq
ˇ
ˇ ď Cdpx, yqγ,
where JW pxq “ |DxT |W | denotes the Jacobian of T at x P W ;
(c) Absolute continuity of the holonomy map. Let W1,W2 be two regular
unstable curves that are close to each other. We denote
W 1i “ tx P Wi : W
s
pxq XW3´i ‰ Hu, i “ 1, 2.
The holonomy map h : W 11 Ñ W
1
2 is defined by sliding along the stable
manifold. We assume that h‹µW 11 ! µW 12 and that for some constant C
and ϑ ă 1
ˇ
ˇ logJ hpxq ´ logJ hpyq
ˇ
ˇ ď Cϑs`px,yq, x, y P W 11
where J h is the Jacobian of h;
4. SRB measure. µ̃ is an SRB measure, i.e. the induced measure µ̃Wu on any
unstable manifold W u is absolutely continuous with respect to LebWu . We
also assume that µ̃ and is mixing.
5. One-step expansion. Let ξn denote the partition of M into connected compo-
nents of MzS`n . Denote as Vα the connected component of TW with index
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α PM{ξ1 and Wα “ T














where the supremum is taken over all unstable curves W .
Theorem 13 ( [5, 6]). Under the assumptions 1-5 above, the system pT,Mq above
enjoys exponential decay of correlations and central limit theorem for dynamically
Hölder continuous observables.
The verifications of Assumptions 1-5 are rather long. Moreover, their validity
is of independent importance themselves. So we first state intermediary lemmata
in Section 4.4.2, then we prove, based on these lemmata, Theorems 5, 6 and 10 in
Section 4.4.3. Finally we prove all the lemmata in Section 4.4.4.
4.4.2 Intermediary Lemmas
In this section we list the intermediate lemmata. Their proofs are presented
in Section 4.4.4.
Suppose W is an unstable curve, i.e. the tangent line of W lies in the unstable
cone Cu, with bounded curvature. We assume without loss of generality that W X
S` “ H. Let JW pxq “ |DxT |W | denote the Jacobian of F̃8 at x P W . We have the
following enhanced distortion control:
Lemma 4.4.1 (Distortion Control). Suppose W is an unstable curve with bounded




ˇ logJW pxq ´ logJW pyq
ˇ
ˇ ď Cdpx, yq.
Furthermore, if W X S´N “ H, then for any 1 ď n ď N there exists a constant C 1
which depends only on F̃8 such that
ˇ
ˇ logJW F̃´n8 pxq ´ logJW F̃´n8 pyq
ˇ
ˇ ď C 1|W |.
In order to establish the N0-step expansion, we need the following estimate on
the speed of fragmentation of unstable curves:
Lemma 4.4.2 (Complexity Bound). Suppose z is a multiple point of S`n . Pick
a small neighborhood of z and denote as knpzq the number of sectors in the small
neighborhood cut out by S`n . Then knpzq ď 6n.
The linear complexity bound guarantees that a sufficiently short unstable curve
W can break into at most 6n connected components under F̃ n8. Thus there exists
δ0 so small that any unstable curve shorter than δ0 satisfies the following expansion
estimate:
Lemma 4.4.3 (N0-Step Expansion). Suppose that W is an unstable curve with
length |W | ď δ0 and that tW
n
i ui are the connected components of the image F̃
n
8W .











where N0 is the smallest integer such that
6N0
ΛN0
ă 1 and Λ is the expansion rate of
F̃8.
Next, we suppose that W and W̄ are two unstable curves with bounded cur-
vatures. We define the following holonomy map h on
W 1 “ tx P W : W spxq X W̄ ‰ Hu
by sliding along the stable manifold from x P W to x̄ P W̄ . Then h : W 1 Ñ W̄ 1 is
absolutely continuous with well-behaving density:
Lemma 4.4.4 (Absolute Continuity). Suppose W and W̄ are two unstable curves
with bounded curvatures. Then h‹µW ! µW̄ and that for some constant C and Θ ă 1
ˇ
ˇ logJ hpxq ´ logJ hpyq
ˇ
ˇ ď CΘs`px,yq, x, y P W 1
where J h is the Jacobian of h.
Finally we provide an estimate on the number of small unstable curves, which
follows from Lemma 7 in [6].
Suppose W is an unstable curve with length |W | ă δ0. For any x P W ,
we denote as rnpxq the distance from x to the nearest boundary of the connected
component of F̃ n8W containing F̃
n
8x.
Lemma 4.4.5 (Growth Lemma). Suppose W is an unstable curve with length |W | ă
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δ0. Then for any ε ą 0,















, C 1 is the constant from Lemma 4.4.1, N0 is the constant
from Lemma 4.4.3 and Λ is the expansion rate of F̃8.
Remark 4.4.6. We note that ϑ1 can be made less than 1 by choosing δ0 sufficiently
small.
4.4.3 Exponential Decay of Correlations, CLT and Global Global
Mixing
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 5, 6 and 10, based on the
lemmas from Section 4.4.2.
We start with the proof for exponentially decay of correlations and CLT.
Proof of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. Firstly we establish the exponential decay and
CLT for F̃N08 by checking the conditions in Theorem 13 for F̃
N0
8 where N0 is the
number from Lemma 4.4.3. Note that we gain from Theorem 13 the exponential
decay and CLT for F̃N08 rather than for F̃8 because we can only obtain N0-step
expansion on F̃8. Nevertheless, it suffices to prove CLT for F̃
N0
8 since the CLT for
F̃8 follows easily from that of F̃
N0
8 .
The proof for the case :f ą 0 is very similar to that for :f ă ´g, and thence
we omit the latter. Although the positive/negative cones in the proof of Theorem
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3 are strictly invariant, we cannot use them here since we require a positive angle

























It is easy to see that the angles between Cu and Cs are uniformly bounded away
from zero since k0 ą 0 is bounded, and that these cones are strictly invariant.
We now compute the expansion rate Λ. With the same notations as above,





































































Take Λ “ mintΛ1,Λ2u, and this gives our expansion rate.
Next we examine the singularity curves S˘.
Observe that F̃8 is a C
2-diffeomorphism away from singularities if f is piece-
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wise C3. And S0 Y S` is a finite union of smooth compact curves on the torus T.
S0 is transverse to Cu{Cs. Moreover the singularity curves are regular and properly
aligned as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.
Assumption 2(d) is trivially satisfied since the norm of the derivative dF̃8 is
bounded and our phase space is compact.
As for Assumption 3, we have already obtained distortion control in Lemma
4.4.1 and absolute continuity of holonomy map in Lemma 4.4.4. We note that by
(4.6) the curvature of an unstable curve remains bounded after iterations.
Next, the invariant measure µ̃ “ dt̃dṽ is apparently an SRB measure.
Note that F̃ n8 is ergodic with respect to µ̃ for any n ą 0, since F̃
n
8 also satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 12. Now the results of [35] imply that µ̃ is mixing (even
Bernoulli).
Finally, since we already establish N0-step expansion from Lemma 4.4.3, we
conclude from Theorem 13 that F̃N08 enjoys exponential decay of correlations and
CLT for dynamically Hölder continuous observables.
The CLT for F̃8 follows easily from that of F̃
N0
8 . Now we show that exponential
mixing for F̃N08 implies exponential mixing for F̃8.
Suppose ϕ, φ are two dynamically Hölder continuous observables. For any
integer n P N, n “ pN0 ` q for some integers p ą 0 and 0 ď q ă N0.
We denote as ϕ̃q “ ϕ ˝ F̃
q













where q` “ mintq, s`px, yqu.











Therefore ϕ̃q is also dynamically Hölder.
By applying the previous exponential decay result on F̃N08 with the observables
















































If we take Cϕ,φ “ max
q
tCϕ̃q ,φe
bq{N0u and replace b with b{N0, then we have proved
exponential decay of correlation in the case :f ą 0.
Next we prove the global global mixing property for the original collision map
F .
Proof of Theorem 10. Under Assumptions 1-5, the limit map F̃8 satisfies the con-
ditions of [4], thus it admits a Young tower with exponential tail. We recall from
Section 4.1.2 that F̃8 well approximates the original collision map F at infinity.
Therefore by Theorem 2.4 and 2.9 in [15], F is global global mixing.
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4.4.4 Proof of Intermediary Lemmas
In this section we prove the lemmas stated in Section 4.4.2.
We start with the distortion control.
Proof of Lemma 4.4.1. We parametrize the unstable W as v “ ψptq for some smooth
function ψ such that ψ1ptq P r2k, 2k ` g{2s and ψ2 is bounded.





























































































ˇ ď C for some constant C depending only
on F̃8.
Besides the above distortion bound, we have the following enhanced estimate.
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Now we assume further that W X S´n “ H.
We denote xn “ F̃
´n
8 x, yn “ F̃
´n































































































where θ :“ 1
p1`4kmin{gq3




































ď C 1|W |.
Next we prove the complexity bound following an approach of [9].
Proof of Lemma 4.4.2. Suppose z is a multiple point of S`n . We take a small neigh-
borhood of z and cut it into four quadrants Q’s by vertical and horizontal lines
through z. Denote as knpzq|Q the number of sectors cut out by S`n intersecting
nontrivially with Q.
We are only interested in the active quadrants, i.e. the quadrants in the
northwest and southeast, because the tangent lines to the singularities curves S`n
have negative slopes and the inactive quadrants (in the northeast and southwest)




Figure 4.1: A multiple point and its sectors
Denote as tViu the sectors cut out by S`. Note that S` “ tt̃1 “ 0u, hence
there are at most two sectors cut out by S` in a quadrant. By further cutting
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horizontally and vertically, we might assume each Vi Ď Q.
We denote as V 1i “ F̃8pViq, z
1








If z R S`, then i “ 1 and knpzq|Q “ kn´1pz1q|V 1. If z P S`, then i “ 2 and we





















i (by further cutting V
1
i horizontally and vertically).
Thus knpzq|Q ď 3n implies knpzq ď 6n, which is our desired complexity bound.











Figure 4.2: Northwest quadrant for z P tt̃1 “ 0u
Recall that t̃1 “ t̃0 `
2ṽ0
g
(mod 1), ṽ1 “ ṽ0 ` 2 9fpt̃1q (mod g).
Since z P tt̃1 “ 0u, the t̃-coordinate of its images z
1 is zero, i,e. t̃pz1iq “ 0
(i “ 1, 2).
We pick w P V1 sufficiently close to z, then the t̃-coordinate of its image w
1 is
positive since w is at the right side of the singularity line tt̃1 “ 0u. Also, since we
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assume :f ą 0, 9f is increasing and hence the ṽ-coordinate of its image w1 is larger
than that of z1. This means that the image V 11 “ F̃8pV1q is inactive.
Similarly, we can show that the lower one to the left of the singularity line S`
in the southeast quadrant becomes inactive after being mapped by F̃8.
Finally we estimate the Jacobian of the holonomy map.
Proof of Lemma 4.4.4. It follows from classical results in [1, 41] that the holonomy























Since ψ1 P r2k, 2k ` g
2
s, we obtain by (4.5)






























































` | logp1` ψ12j q ` logp1` ψ̄
12
j q|





















































It also follows from (4.3) that
|ψ1j ´ ψ̄
1













ď C|tj ´ t̄j| ` Cθ3|tj´1 ´ t̄j´1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Cθ
j´1






























3 “ 1 ` 4kmin{g ą 1, θ4 “ maxtθ3,Λ
´1u ă 1 and Λ is the expansion rate
of unstable curves.
Consequently,
| logJWjpxjq ´ logJW̄jpx̄jq| ď CjΘ
j





where Θ “ maxtθ1, θ2, θ3, θ4u ă 1.
Finally we are ready to estimate the Jacobian. Observe that s`px, yq “
s`px̄, ȳq since each pair px, x̄q, py, ȳq is connected by its corresponding stable mani-
fold.






















p|xj ´ x̄j| ` |yj ´ ȳj|q ` C
ÿ
jěs`px,yq








ď CΛ´s`px,yqp|xs`px,yq ´ x̄s`px,yq| ` |ys`px,yq ´ ȳs`px,yq|q










where the sum of small indices j ă s`px, yq is controlled by the distortion estimate
from Lemma 4.4.1 and the sum of large indices j ě s`px, yq is controlled by (4.7).
4.5 Escaping and Bounded Orbits
Theorem 7 shows that the escaping orbits takes up a null set. However in this
section we show that the escaping orbits do exist and so do the bounded orbits.
We introduce the notion of proper standard pair. A standard pair pW,µW q
consists of an unstable curve W and a regular probability measure µW supported on
W , i.e. µW is absolutely continuous and has a dynamically Hölder density. We say




µW tr0 ă εu
ε
.
It is easy to see that in our case µW is the normalised Lebesgue measure on the
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unstable curve and that ZW “ 2|W | , so any unstable curve W longer than δ2 endowed
with Lebesgue measure is a proper standard pair. We also observe that δ2 can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing Cp large. Therefore by Theorem 5 and Lemma
2.2, 2.3 in [14], we have the following central limit theorem for all proper standard
pairs:
Proposition 4.5.1. There exists δ2 " 1 such that on any unstable curve W with








ϕ ˝ F̃ i8
dist
á N p0, σ2ϕq
where ϕ is dynamically Hölder with zero average
ş
T ϕdµ̃ “ 0.
Now we prove Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. Let us denote pt8n , v
8
n q “ F
n
8pt0, v0q and ptn, vnq “ F
npt0, v0q.
First we recall from Section 4.3 that the energy change γ in the limit map F8
on the cylinder has zero average. Moreover, γ is dynamically Hölder as it is piecewise
C1 and its discontinuities are located exactly on S`. Therefore by Proposition 4.5.1,
Dn0, A such that for every unstable curve W longer than δ2
PW
´







where N0 is the constant from Lemma 4.4.3 N0-Step Expansion.
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By Lemma 4.4.5, if δ2 is sufficiently small, then for sufficiently large n0




We know from Section 4.1.2 that the limit map F8 well approximates the original
collision map F for large velocity with an error of order Opv´10 q on each continuity
component of F n0N08 W , thus we can choose v˚ " 1 so large that if v0 ą v˚ everywhere
on W , then we have
PW pvn0N0 ą v0 ` A
a




By the estimate above, at least one componentW1 Ă F
n0N0
8 W contains a segment W̄1
longer than δ2 and vn0N0 ą v0`A
?
n0N0 holds everywhere on W̄1. By repeating the
argument on W̄1, we get another component W2 Ă F
n0N0
8 W̄1 containing a segment
W̄2 longer than δ2 and the velocity increases by another A
?
n0N0. Inductively, we
construct an escaping orbit.
Similarly, we can construct an orbit whose velocity first increases by A
?
n0N0
and then decreases by A
?
n0N0 and etc. In that way we obtain an orbit whose
energy remains in rv0 ´ 2A
?
n0N0, v0 ` 2A
?
n0N0s. This holds for arbitrarily large
v0 ą v˚, thus we have bounded orbits at arbitrarily high energy level.
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